
BEE a HERO (Nora’s Legacy) - A program dedicated to

healthcare workers. Providing workshops, courses, self-care

boxes and events as they continue to navigate through these

difficult times. Nora’s Legacy is in honor of our Founder’s late

aunt who was tragically taken in 2017. The goal of this

program is to provide a safe environment for healthcare

workers. To give back to each individual with these self-care

boxes. And to remind them, they are not alone. In conjunction

with our BEE a Hero Self-Care box. 

Beyond the Field - a program dedicated to athletes. Providing

them with support and helping them find the right resources.

Transitioning from one platform to another can oftentimes be

difficult. Our goal is to help them transition. Creating self-

care boxes, supporting them, letting them know they are not

alone. - This program will be offered within our BEE

University.

Beyond the Classroom - A program dedicated to college

students. As a former student, I remembered how difficult it

was going to school and living with my PTSD. 

BEE Inspired: A program dedicated to inspire others by using

our voices and our platforms to change the conversation and

perception about mental health.  (Pageant Community).

BEE Membership - A paid (yearly) program where individuals

can have access to our BEE University and the BEE library. 

TOGETHER WE CAN
#RISETHROUGHTHEDARKNESS

Target Audience: College Students, HealthCare Workers

and Athletes. We will not turn anyone away, these

participants are our focus for 2021. 

Signature event: Pave the Way: Mental Health Summit. Our

annual Spring fundraising event supports services for the

year. 

Digital Mental Health Magazine - BEE Inspired 

Programs being launched in 2021 as part of the BEE

University - A unique platform dedicated to continuing the

conversation about mental health. Through courses,

workshops, members only events, our BEE library and

providing various resources within our community. (BEE

Directory) 

BEE Daring Foundation, first of its kind, civilian mental

health organization is committed to providing resources and

empowering minds to help them rise above the darkness.

Our greatest gifts are to give someone in need education,

support, awareness, and a place to feel they are not alone.

That is our true purpose. That is our community. We cannot

do this alone. We need you to join and build our community

to support a growing population of people who need your

help.

CHANGING THE CONVERSATION ABOUT MENTAL HEALTH CHANGES THE PERCEPTION OF WHAT IT IS .

BEE a BEE Ambassador

BEE a Board Member

BEE a Mental Health Advocate

BEE a member of our BEE University

Subscribe to our BEE Subscription

WWW .BEEDAR INGFOUNDAT ION .ORG

https://beedaringfoundation.org/


Everything is here to help you grow and become who you are

meant to be. If it’s not here, we will help you find what you

need to continue your roadmap to mental wellness. It is not a

one size fits all. In fact, it is not a cure. It is a program where

you can create a custom design from a treasure trove of

educational and inspirational tools to level up your health and

wellness. 

We do not offer professional or clinical services in mental

health. We are here to help you find your community.

Whether that be happiness, prosperity, and peace or the

knowledge that you belong, and you are worthy and

appreciated. Let’s change the conversation first, by talking

about what’s good, courageous and strong about who we are,

and releasing the burden of negativity and limiting beliefs. 

TOGETHER WE CAN
#RISETHROUGHTHEDARKNESS

Mission/Vision: Changing the conversation about mental

health changes the perception of what it is. 

First Civilian Mental Health Organization.

BEE University: Be a student of change, growth, and

aspirations, one conversation at a time. 

Our mission is to inspire others and grow our diverse

community, who share a common goal; to change the

conversation, shed labels, break down barriers, and

eliminate the stigma around mental health. We show people

they are not alone by providing the tools and support to help

them find their worth, value, and their gifts to give to

society.

Using the Bee University platform, a place to access

resources such as books, videos, pdf's, tips, recipes, music,

movies and much more provides members with a safe place

to seek the means for a better tomorrow.

CHANGING THE CONVERSATION ABOUT MENTAL HEALTH CHANGES THE PERCEPTION OF WHAT IT IS .

BEEUniversity J.T.

Let's Change the
about mental health
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